A 'covariant' field that transforms like a relativistic field operator is required to be a linear combination of 'canonical' fields that transform like annihilation and creation operators and with invariant coefficients. The Invariant Coefficient Hypothesis contends that this familiar construction by itself yields useful results. Thus, just the transformation properties are considered here, not the specific properties of annihilation or creation operators. The results include Weyl wave equations for some massless fields and, for other fields, Weyl-like noncovariant wave equations that are allowed here because no assumptions are made to exclude them. The hypothesis produces wave equations for translation-matrix-invariant fields while translation-matrix-dependent coefficient functions have currents that are the vector potentials of the coefficient functions of those translation-matrix-invariant fields. The statement is proven by showing that Maxwell equations are satisfied, though in keeping with the hypothesis they are not assumed to hold. The underlying mechanism is the same for the massless class here as it is for the massive class in a previous paper, suggesting that spin 1/2 particles may have a universal electromagnetic-type charge whether they are massive or massless.
Introduction
Successive infinitesimal rotations, boosts, and translations transform spacetime yet preserve the spacetime metric. Among the many ways to represent these 'inhomogeneous Lorentz' or 'Poincaré' transformations are the two employed here, the covariant and the canonical representations.
The Invariant Coefficient Hypothesis is the idea that useful constraints on fields can be obtained by requiring a covariant vector field ψ to be constructed as a linear combination of canonical vector fields a with invariant coefficients u, ψ = ua. Considerations motivating such a construction can include the contrast between the principles of quantum mechanics that require unitary canonical particle states and the need to have covariant fields to make S-matrices. So it is natural to build useful covariant fields from the fundamental canonical fields. [1] The Invariant Coefficient Hypothesis takes a somewhat different approach by removing all assumptions based on quantum or relativistic principles. Obviously such restrictions can be made when applying the results found here, but for a cleanly stated mathematical problem extraneous assumptions are avoided. The canonical representations are not assumed at the outset to be unitary and the non-covariant wave equations derived below are not discarded.
The covariant vector field ψ l (x) has a discrete index l together with continuous parameter space of 'coordinates' x µ = {x, y, z, t}, µ ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. A Poincaré transformation of the field is in part a differential representation that changes the function of x to a function of Λx + b, where Λ is a homogeneous Lorentz transformation and b is the displacement. The discrete index l exists to be transformed by a matrix, ψ l → D are constant, independent of the continuous parameters x µ , which is a useful feature in some applications.
In contrast, the canonical representations have matrices that depend on values in a continuous parameter space labeled p µ . The canonical vector fields are actually a collection of vector fields from which a vector field with a canonical transformation representation compatible with the covariant representation is selected. The canonical vector field a(p, σ) has a discrete index σ together with a continuous parameter space called the 'momentum' p µ . Since the transformation matrix D (Can) −1 σσ (W (Λ, p)) depends on a continuous parameter p µ , the set of finite dimensional matrices forms an infinite dimensional representation of spacetime transformations. Unitary representations of non-compact groups such as the Poincaré group must be infinite dimensional and canonical representations can be unitary. But they need not be unitary and are not assumed to be unitary in this article.
Poincaré transformations separate into classes distinguished by inequivalent Wigner little groups. [2] The Wigner little group of a special 4-vector consists of the transformations W that preserve the special 4-vector as well as preserving the metric. The expression W (Λ, p) in the canonical transformation matrix D (Can) above indicates that each transformation Λ determines a little group transformation W for each momentum p µ . A previous article, paper I, [3] dealt with the spin 1/2 time-like, massive class for which momenta are limited by p µ p µ = M 2 , where M is the mass. The special 4-vector for a massive particle can be its momentum at rest, p µ = {0, 0, 0, M}. Clearly rotations form the little group for massive particles since rotations leave the time component unchanged and rotating null spacial components is a futile effort, producing null spacial components. Thus the possible canonical representations for the massive class are the collection of representations of rotations.
By the hypothesis, the canonical representation must be compatible with the covariant representation. For the massive class this means the covariant representation of rotations must be equivalent to the canonical representation. Since the covariant spin 1/2 representation of rotations for spin (0, 1/2) and for (1/2, 0) are (i) equivalent and (ii) unitary, there is (i) a single canonical representation which must be (ii) unitary. Neither characteristic holds for the massless class.
In this paper, the hypothesis is applied to the spin 1/2 massless class of Poincaré transformations with momenta limited to those with p µ p µ = 0, with p t > 0. The special 4-vector, here taken to be k µ = {0, 0, k, k} with k > 0, has a little group W that consists of transformations involving both rotations and boosts, as is well known. [4] The boosts have characteristics that differ from rotations.
By the hypothesis, the canonical representation must be compatible with the covariant representation. For the massless class this means the covariant representation of the little group W must be equivalent to the canonical representation. But boost generators in the (0, 1/2) and (1/2, 0) representations are not equivalent and not unitary. Since the transformations W involve boosts, the covariant spin 1/2 representation of W for spin (0, 1/2) and for (1/2, 0) are (i) not equivalent and (ii) not unitary. Thus (i) there are at least two canonical representations and (ii) no representation is unitary.
In fact, there is an exception to characteristics (i) and (ii) that occurs for a one dimensional unfaithful covariant representation of the massless little group W. Essentially, the transformations W that involve boosts are represented trivially by the unit matrix, so the remaining W s are rotations, for which the canonical representation is unique. Restricting discussions to the unfaithful representations is common in the literature. [4, 5, 6] Sometimes it is argued that nonunitary representations are allowed if they can be restricted to gauge transformations since gauges are unobservable. [7, 8] Such considerations are beyond the scope of this article and may be explored elsewhere.
In this paper the unfaithful case is just one of three possible choices for the canonical Table 1 : Alternate Indicators of Spin. The spin discussed in this paper is (0, 1/2) ⊕ (1/2, 0), which has angular momentum matrices that can be represented in block diagonal form, see paper I, equation I(7). Each block is a 2 × 2 matrix. The terms Right-and Left-handed indicate spin (0, 1/2) or (1/2, 0) especially when discussing spatial inversions and parity. The u + and u − parts of a coefficient function are each a 2-component column matrix.
representation. Let choice I involve a canonical representation equivalent to the (0, 1/2) representation of the little group W and let II indicate the representation is to be equivalent to the (1/2, 0) representation of W. Finally let III represent the unfaithful case. Each step of the work must be done three times. The three canonical transformation characters are labeled A ∈ {I, II, III} for those occasions when the three cases give expressions that can be written in common. But then there are the adjoint representations: to each canonical representation A corresponds an adjoint representation B ∈ {IV, V, V I} = {I † , II † , III † }. So there are six canonical transformation characters to consider, each with canonical vector fields a (A) or a (B) † , with which to construct a covariant field ψ (A) or ψ (B) . In the end there are just three distinct transformation characters because the adjoints are similar to the original three, {IV, V, V I} ≃ {II, I, III}; representations I and II are each other's adjoint while III is its own adjoint. Indeed, there can only be three inequivalent canonical representations because there are just three inequivalent covariant representations. The adjoint representations are included to accommodate applications that involve positive and negative energy states.
Turn now to translations. A translation along 4-vector b changes the covariant field ψ l (x) in two ways, the field's components are mixed via matrix multiplication and the function of position changes, b) is the translation matrix. While all fields depend on translations because they are functions of position, the fields neatly split into translation-matrix-invariant and translation-matrix-dependent fields.
As discussed more fully in paper I, there are two translation matrix representations, labeled '12' and '21' which indicates their nonzero blocks when displayed with a particular choice of γ matrices. Considering just the canonical representations A, that makes six combinations: two covariant representations 12 and 21 with the three canonical representations A. One finds that some combinations of A with 12 and 21 are translation-matrix-invariant, i.e. {(12, I), (21, II)}, while the fields with labels {(21, I), (12, II)} are translation-matrix dependent. Type III fields split similarly, but in a way that depends also on helicity σ.
Translation-matrix-invariant coefficient functions depend on position just in the momentum dependent phase factors exp (±ip · x); the fields are sums of plane waves. A consequence of the Invariant Coefficient Hypothesis is that translation-matrix-invariant fields obey simple wave equations. These first order partial differential equations are of one of two forms, either obviously covariant, η µν γ µ ∂ ν ψ(x) = 0, or not covariant, δ µν γ µ ∂ ν ψ(x) = 0, where η µν is the metric, here taken to be diag{−1, −1, −1, +1}, and δ µν is the Kronecker delta function, effectively a positive definite metric. Thus both non-covariant wave equations and covariant wave equations follow from the Invariant Coefficient Hypothesis.
The noncovariant wave equations arise from equations for coefficient functions that are covariant. Since the field is a sum of plane waves proportional to exp (±ip · x), and the momentum p µ results when the 'momentum operator' i∂ µ is applied to the phase factor, to get a wave equation each of these equations is rewritten in terms of the momentum p µ . Each equation for the coefficient function is covariant, but to get an equation with just p µ , a covariant-preserving factor cancels, thereby introducing noncovariance. Coefficientby-coefficient the equations are covariant, but collected together the same equations give a noncovariant wave equation.
The translation-matrix-invariant covariant fields constructed from type I, II canonical vector fields have definite parity. These fields transform by either the (0, 1/2) right-handed or the (1/2, 0) left-handed spin 1/2 representations. See Table 1 for the terminology. As a consequence of Schur's Lemma the left-handed part of the right-hand transforming field must vanish and visa versa. Translation matrices would mix left and right-handed parts of the fields, but these fields are precisely those fields that are unaffected by translation matrix multiplication and have definite parity. For example a massless, left-handed, positiveenergy, spin 1/2 particle might be described by the covariant fields ψ (21;II) (x) σ=+1/2 and ψ (21;II) (x) σ=−1/2 . The σ = +1/2 field obeys a non-covariant wave equation; while the σ = −1/2 field obeys a covariant wave equation.
Translation-matrix-dependent coefficient functions form currents that depend on position x µ in either the matrix product
or its 21-version. These same expressions appear with both the massive class and the massless class. They are quadratic in x µ , so their second partial derivatives with respect to x µ are constant. It happens that the second partials are just what is needed for the translation-matrix-dependent coefficient current to be the vector potential for the constant current of the translation-matrix-invariant coefficient, automatically.
Since Maxwell equations occur here with the massless class via the same mechanism as it does in the massive particle class, the Invariant Coefficient Hypothesis suggests that an electromagnetism-type interaction is universal for spin 1/2 covariant fields. However, interactions also involve a response to force fields such as a Lorentz force law and that aspect of interaction is not discussed in this article or in paper I.
Much of the spin 1/2 formalism needed for this article can be found in paper I. Section 2 updates the spin 1/2 formalism for the little group of the special light-like 4-vector k µ = {0, 0, k, k} with k > 0. The Invariant Coefficient Hypothesis in Section 3 is applied to the construction of three covariant fields that are linear combinations of three sets of canonical field vectors with different transformation characters. The coefficient functions for each case are determined aside from a normalization constant. Section 4 shows that fields ψ (12;A) and ψ (21;A) are not related by the 12/21 transition, a parity relationship. Parity considerations for massless particles naturally differ from those for the massive particle class. In Section 5 the properties of the coefficient functions lead to wave equations obeyed by the translationmatrix-invariant covariant fields. In Section 6 the position dependent currents are shown to be the vector potentials of the position independent currents, for currents determined by the coefficients limited to one momentum and one helicity. Appendix A treats the adjoint representations. Appendix B contains a problem set.
Wigner Little Group Representation
The special vector for the massless particle class of Poincaré transformations is a light-like vector along z,
with k > 0, and where the first three are space components and the fourth is the time component. For convenience the units of k are those of a momentum, so that the product with a displacement x, kx, is unitless. The little group W of Lorentz transformations (these do not include translations) that preserves the special 4-vector k µ is a combination of rotations and boosts. The generators {L 1 , L 2 , J} of W for spin 1/2 can be taken to be [1, 4, 9 ]
7 and
where the matrices displayed are for the γs in I(1). The generators {L 1 , L 2 , J} obey the same commutation rules as the generators {P x , P y , J z } of translations and rotations in the xy-plane, which make up the subgroup conventionally designated E 2 . Of course, since L 1 and L 2 are combinations of angular momentum and boost generators, the momentum matrices P x and P y are not involved. In some unspecified, 'abstract' two dimensional space L 1 and L 2 generate translations and J generates rotations.
The most general little group transformation can be written in the form
which is a rotation through angle θ followed by a translation through displacement {α, β} in the abstract two dimensional space.
Invariant Coefficient Hypothesis
The calculation presented in this section closely follows paper I, which followed Weinberg, [1] . With invariant coefficient functions, the construction ψ = ua transforms with a Poincaré transformation (Λ, b) according to
where a prime indicates the transformed quantity, ψ is the covariant vector field, a is one of the canonical vector fields and u indicates the coefficient function. All the results below are based on the constraints imposed by the Invariant Coefficient Hypothesis and the transformation characters of the covariant field vector ψ and the canonical field vectors a. The covariant vector fields ψ (12) and ψ (21) , are required to be linear combinations of canonical field vectors a,
and ψ
The symbol p denotes the space components of the momentum, {p x ,p y ,p z }. The spacial components determine the time component because the mass is zero, p 2 = p t 2 , and the energy p t is required to be positive for this class of Poincaré transformations. The covariant fields ψ (12) and ψ (21) transform like relativistic field operators, [1, 4] 
and
where
are the spin 1/2 covariant nonunitary matrices representing the spacetime transformation (Λ, b) in the 12-and 21-representations of the Poincaré group discussed in Section 2 above. The matrices transform the components labeled by the index l and there is a differential representation that transforms functions defined on the space of continuous variables x → Λx + b.
The canonical field vectors a transform like annihilation operators and single particle states, [1, 4] 
where the label 'Can' stands for canonical and where
with L(p) a standard transformation taking the special 4-vector k µ = {0, 0, k, k} to p µ , e.g. a boost along z followed by a rotation taking the unit vectorẑ top. The momenta can be parameratized by
where θ and φ are angles determining the direction of p and e ξ is the ratio of energies p t /k t . The momenta are restricted by
Thus p µ is determined by p together with p 4 > 0. The space components of the transformed momentum Λp are denoted p Λ . The matrices D (Can) form a canonical representation of the little group composed of the W (Λ, p)s. A canonical representation, as used here, must have matrices dependent on p µ as the form D (Can) σσ (W −1 (Λ, p)) suggests but there is no ad hoc requirement that the representation be unitary.
The dependence of u (12) l (x; p, σ) on coordinates x and translation b can be assimilated by defining ul(p, σ) in
and u
By (9), (11), (15) and (16), the transformed equation
The labels (12) and (21) are dropped on ul(p, σ) because equation (17) for ul(p, σ) is the same equation in both the 12-and the 21-representations. Of course if there is more than one solution to the equation, then the function ul(p, σ) for the 12-representation may differ from the function ul(p, σ) for the 21-representation.
To determine the particle spin, suppose p µ is the special 4-vector, p µ = k µ = {0, 0, k, k} and let Λ be a little group transformation W E . The little group transformation has no effect the special 4-vector k µ , by definition, and it follows that W E k = k and
By I(7) and I(19) with Λ = W E and b = 0, the matrix D ll (W E ) has a block diagonal form and (18) implies that
where λ 1 , λ 2 , and j are the little group generators for the canonical representation. See Table  1 . By one of Schur's lemmas [10] it follows that, unless the coefficient functions vanish, the generators L 1 , L 2 , and J and λ 1 , λ 2 , and j are equivalent, i.e. there is a similarity transformation that takes one set to the other.
But the little group generators L
1 , L
2 , and J (11) of the 11-block are not equivalent to the 22-block generators
2 , and J (22) . Clearly both cannot be equivalent to the canonical generators λ 1 , λ 2 , and j of which there is just one. Thus it could be that the 11-block generators are equivalent to the canonical generators and then the coefficients um − (k, σ) are null. Therefore one possibility is that
which entails, by Schur's Lemma, that the lower block vanishes for the γs in I(1),
Or it could be that λ 1 , λ 2 , and j are equivalent to the 22-block generators and the coefficients um + (k, σ) are zero. So another possibility is that
and the upper block vanishes,
Because either the (0, 1/2) right-handed (+) part of the coefficient vanishes or the (1/2, 0) left-handed (−) part of the coefficient vanishes these coefficients have definite parity. Knowing the generators λ 1 , λ 2 , and j determines the representation D (1/2) which can now be used to determine u(k, σ). There are two cases distinguished by the labels (I) and (II). Replacing {λ
2 , J (11) } implies that the coefficients u m+ (k, σ) form a matrix that commute with the generators {L 
where c
+ is a constant. Thus the coefficient functions for p µ = k µ and generators for (I) are determined by the parameter c (I) + , which may be different in the 12-and 21-representations. The constant is a normalization constant.
Likewise for choice (II), (23), one finds that
Thus the coefficient functions for p µ = k µ and generators for (II) are determined by the parameter c . It is however possible to make the 11-and the 22-block generators equivalent by reducing the supply of available canonical vectors a(p, σ) to a special subset labeled a (III) (p, σ). To determine which canonical vectors to keep, note that for the γs in (1) the matrices L 1 and L 2 , (2) and (3), have columns 1 and 4 filled with zeros. Therefore, define
so that the generators L 1 and L 2 yield zero,
where '0' stands for a column of zeros. It also follows that
Any transformation exp (−iαL 1 + βL 2 ) has the effect of multiplying by the unit matrix, so the representation is not faithful. 
By expanding the reduced set of canonical vectors a (III) (p, σ) over the eigenvectors of the remaining generator j, so that ja (III) (p, σ) = σa (III) (p, σ), one can simplify the transformation rule, (11) , for the canonical vectors, [11] 
And equations (19) and (20) become
Equation (34) reduces to σ = +1/2 and equation (35) reduces to σ = −1/2. Thus u
where c In summary, equations (19) and (20) have lead to specifying three different canonical transformation rules labeled by I, II, III. Let the index A be used to indicate one of these representations, A ∈ {I, II, III}. Each canonical transformation rule has its own set of generators {λ 1 , λ 2 , j} (A) . Each has its own set of coefficients u (A) (k, σ) and, since the canonical vectors transform differently for I, II, III, there are three sets of canonical vectors,
By (15), (16), (25), and (38) the coefficient functions u
for both the 12-and 21-representations. The structure of the expressions in (39), (40) and (41) reflect the observation that the 12-and 21-representations agree for rotations and boosts, i.e. note the D(L(p)) in the expression (41) for u (A) (x; p, σ), but the representations differ for translations, i.e. note the D (12) (1, x) and D (21) (1, x) in (39) and (40) that distinguish u (12;A) (x; p, σ) from u (21;A) (x; p, σ).
Relating the 12-and 21-Fields Fails
The reason for the difference in the parity behavior of the massive and massless classes of Poincaré transformations is the parity behavior of the respective little groups. The (0, 1/2) right-handed representation of the massive little group is equivalent to the (1/2, 0) lefthanded representation since the little group consists of rotations only, no boosts. But the little group of the massless class combines rotations and boosts which are represented differently in the right and left-handed representations (0, 1/2) and (1/2, 0). As discussed in Section I3, the 12-and 21-representations of the Poincaré group of spacetime transformations are related by the 12/21 transition, i.e. a similarity transformation and an exchange of contravariant and covariant indices as displayed in I(34). As discussed there, this amounts to a parity transformation. For massive particles, this relationship induces a relationship between 12-and 21-fields. For massless particles, as will be shown in this section, no relationship between the coefficient functions for any one transformation character A is induced by the 12/21 transition. In fact assuming that such a relationship exists between a 12 coefficient function u (12) and a 21-coefficient function u (21) implies that both coefficient functions vanish.
If the 12/21 transition induces a relationship between coefficients u (12;A) andũ (21;A) , then, by I(34), I(35), (39) and (41), one finds just as in paper I that
whereũ
In these equations,
With A = I, σ = +1/2 and the γs in I(1), equation (45) becomes
and, for σ = −1/2,
Thus the parameter c 
By (39), (40) and (41), the coefficients must vanish as well, For III neither block is zero, but the result is null anyway because the spins of the right-hand block u 
Translation Matrix Invariance; Wave Equations
The covariant translation transformations ψ (9) and (10),
Thus, for these fields, the components are not rearranged upon translation; the dependence on coordinates x µ occurs just in the form of phase factors exp (−ip · x) in the coefficients u (A) as displayed in (41). Coordinate dependence just in phase factors, i.e. plane waves, enables the following method of deriving wave equations.
To begin with, suppose there is a matrix M that produces zero when acting on one of the translation matrix invariant fields, say, u (12;I) (k, σ),
Then, by (39), (40), (41) and since u (12;I) is invariant under matrix translations, one finds that
which is a start on a wave equation. But ψ (12;I) (x) is constructed from a linear combination of terms proportional to u (12;I) (x; p, σ). In order to deduce a linear differential equation from the relation (56) note that each coefficient u (12;I) (x; p, σ) depends on the coordinates x µ in the phase factor exp (−ip µ x µ ) and in no other way. Thus the operator i∂ µ brings down a factor of p µ when applied to any of the coefficients. A common linear differential expression, call it Π(i∂ µ ) can be applied to ψ (12;I) (x) and it will act coefficient-by-coefficient. Thus in order to ensure that (56) leads to a differential equation for ψ (12;I) (x), it suffices to require that
Note that this is not a necessary requirement. If one can find a matrix-valued function Π(p µ ), it follows that
because applying the linear differential expression Π(i∂ µ ) to ψ (12;I) (x) multiplies each coefficient u (12;I) l (x; p, σ) by the matrix Π(p µ ) and by (56) the result vanishes. Equation (58) has the form of a wave equation.
To find Π(p µ ), note that L(p) takes the standard 4-vector k to p, i.e. L(p)k = p with L(k) = 1, and it follows from (57) that M = Π(k). Thus (57) can be rewritten as
and, by (56), one finds that
The defining property of vector matrices is that vector matrices are both 4-vectors and second order tensors, i.e.
Comparing (60) and (62) shows the same structure in both equations. Assume that Π(p) is a scalar product of the γs with some vector function of p µ ,
where π µ (p) is an as-yet-unknown 4-vector-valued function. This assumption does not give the most general solutions to (60), but it does give first order equations and it has the advantage of simplicity. The problem can now be related to the properties of currents. Upon multiplying (60) by u † γ 4 , and since
By the relation giving the coefficient for p µ from the coefficient for k µ , (41), this simplifies somewhat to
This form can be further simplified by introducing 'currents'. Define the currents j (12;A)µ and j
whereū = u † γ 4 , the factor p t adjusts the normalization so that the currents are four-vectors and A ∈ {I, II, III} distinguishes the various transformation characters of the canonical vectors a (A) . The plane wave coordinate dependence exp(−ip · x) cancels out in j (12;A)µ and j (21;A)µ , so the only dependence on coordinates can come from the translation matrices D (12) (1, x) and D (21) (1, x) and their adjoints. Since some coefficient functions are translation-matrixinvariant, i.e. u 
and j (12;I)µ (x; p, −1/2) = c
with similar expressions for the other constant currents. It is j (12;I) | σ=−1/2 and j (21;II) | σ=+1/2 that have the more complicated form (69) while the others have the simpler form (68).
One can show that the constant currents for p µ are related to the constant currents for k µ , for example,
where L µ ν (p) is the standard transformation that takes the special 4-vector k ν = {0, 0, k, k} to p µ . From (70) and the same relationship for j (21;I)µ , it follows that j (12;I)µ and j By the definition of the currents, (66) and (67), equation (65) can be rewritten as follows,
Since the constant currents are light-like 4-vectors, one solution for π µ (p) is just the current itself,
where the x-dependence is an illusion because the phase factors cancel in the current and the coefficients are translation-matrix-invariant. Thus there are two solutions depending on the form of the current, either (68) or (69),
where the indices are raised or lowered as required in going from j µ to j µ . Also both are written in terms of the lower index p µ to ease the replacement p µ → i∂ µ . As discussed above the partial brings down the momentum component when it acts on the phase exp (−ix · p).
The form (73) works for
/2) and u (III) (k, −1/2), and gives the following wave equations,
where the initial factors in (73) are canceled because the right-hand-side is zero. These equations are clearly covariant and because the fields can have but two nonzero components, these equations are equivalent to Weyl equations. [12] The form (74) works for u (I) (k, −1/2) and u (II) (k, +1/2), yielding the following wave equations,
where the δ function arises because
These are not covariant; when the factor k t 2 /p t 2 in (74) was canceled in (71), the covariance was lost. See the problem set in Appendix B for other forms of these equations.
In many contexts, the term 'wave equation' includes the requirement of covariance. [13, 14] Since (79) and (80) are not covariant, they would not be wave equations in that sense. However they follow from the Invariant Coefficient Hypothesis just as the more traditional wave equations do. In this paper the results follow from the Invariant Coefficient Hypothesis and the transformation rules. Covariance is not required.
The six translation-matrix-invariant fields satisfy wave equations (75) - (78), (79) and (80).
Current as Vector Potential; Maxwell's Equations
The preceding section dealt with translation-matrix-invariant coefficient functions. This section shows that the currents of translation-matrix-dependent coefficients are the vector potentials of the currents of those invariant coefficient functions. The proposition is proved by showing that the Maxwell equation for vector potential and source is satisfied by the various translation dependent and independent currents. The currents that change upon translation are the vector potentials; the sources are the currents that do not change upon translation.
Since currents are quadratic in coefficient functions, the results do not extend immediately to fields. Since the covariant fields ψ are sums over canonical fields a with coefficients u, and the canonical fields could be annihilation operators with special commutation properties, calculations involving fields would depend on properties of the canonical fields other than their transformation character. Such calculations are beyond the limited scope of this paper. Thus the currents are considered here on a coefficient-by-coefficient basis.
The translation-matrix-dependent coefficients have currents, (66) and (67), that depend on position coordinates x µ due to the translation matrices D(1, x) in (39) and (40),
The coordinate dependence is in the following expressions
and these same expressions appeared with the currents in the massive case in paper I. They have the same differential properties as they had with massive particles and they lead here again to the Maxwell equations. By a straightforward calculation, detailed in paper I, one finds that the currents obey the equations
Equations (93)- (96) show that the a (A) µ are vector potentials because the a (A) µ satisfy the Maxwell equations that constrain the vector potentials.
To obtain expressions for the associated electromagnetic fields, define the quantities
where the commas denote partial differentiation,
One of the Maxwell equations is satisfied directly by definition (97) since successive partials of a µ commute,
By (81), (82) and (89)-(92) one finds that
These equations imply that
Equations (99) and (104) It is important to emphasize that the current is quadratic in coefficient function factors giving rise to interference terms when coefficient functions are summed. Furthermore, the specific properties of the canonical vectors a(p, σ) may be relevant when coefficient functions for different momenta are mixed. See paper I, Appendix B, Problem 8. Since the discussions in this paper are limited to the consequences of the transformation properties of the canonical vectors, considerations based on the properties of annihilation operators lie beyond the scope of this paper and may be treated elsewhere.
The translation-matrix-invariant coefficient functions may therefore be considered 'intrinsically charged,' meaning the charges arises from the Invariant Coefficient Hypothesis and the transformation properties of the spacetime symmetry group connected to the identity. Thus intrinsic charge occurs not only for the massive spin 1/2 fields discussed in an earlier article, but also for the massless spin 1/2 fields discussed in this article.
for both the 12-and 21-representations. It turns out that the generators for the adjoint of representation I are similar to the generators of representation II and visa versa. One can show by (21) and (23) that
where the notation is meant to imply that the factor of minus one, the complex conjugate indicated by the asterisk and the matrices σ 2 act on each generator in curly brackets. As discussed in the text, the II-generators {λ 1 , λ 2 , j} (II) are similar to the 22-block generators of the covariant transformation {L Table 1 .
By deriving an adjoint version of (18) and then by Schur's Lemma, it follows that the right-handed upper two components of v (IV ) must vanish. Then one finds that v (IV ) (k, σ) is given by 
Arguing as above for IV, since the I-generators and, therefore, the V -generators are similar to the spin (0, 1/2) right-handed 11-block generators of the covariant transformation, it follows that the left-handed lower two components of v (V ) must vanish, 
Call the adjoint to the III-representation the V I-representation. 
wherev = v † γ 4 . These currents are constant in space and time when the coefficient function is translation-matrix-invariant, and depend on position when the coefficient function is translation-matrix-dependent. The translation-matrix-dependent currents are the vector potentials of the position independent currents.
As in the text, define the quantity a (B) µ to be proportional to the sum of the currents, 
where the constant q is introduced to put the following equations in a familiar form. Again it follows that the a (B)µ are vector potentials for the constant currents because one can show that they satisfy the Maxwell equations. For example, ∂ τ ∂ τ a (IV )µ (x; p, σ) − ∂ µ ∂ κ a (IV )κ (x; p, σ) = qj (21;IV )µ (x; p, σ) .
The other Maxwell equations are similar; all have the same differential operator acting on a (B)µ giving q times the translation independent current which is either j (12;B) or j (21;B) . The electromagnetic field may be defined for each B as previously in the text. The electromagnetic field satisfies the expected Maxwell equations, as may be quickly shown.
The coefficient functions u 12;A , u 21;A , v 12;B and v 21;B may therefore all be considered 'intrinsically charged,' meaning the charge arises from the Invariant Coefficient Hypothesis and the transformation properties of the spacetime symmetry group connected to the identity. Having a charge is a consequence of the position dependence of the quantities 
